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Sammanfattning

I dagens läge har fler och fler företag och organisationer börjat intressera sig för att utveckla
applikationer som använder sig av den mänskliga rösten. Ett av de tidigaste och mest viktiga
områdena inom denna utveckling handlar om att skapa mjukvara inom talteknologi som kan komma
till användning för personer som är hörselskadade, synskadade eller till och med rörelsehindrade.
CTT projektet Hörstöd har till stor del handlat om vidareutvecklingen av en applikation som har
kommit till sådan användning genom att representera uttalet av en talare, över en telefonlinje, med
en följd av igenkända fonem och på så sätt hjälpa en hörselskadad användare av detta program att
lättare förstå vad talaren i fråga har just sagt.
Min inblandning i projektet har haft att göra med den omstrukturering som behövdes av
originalkoden för att kunna få den önskade funktionaliteten samt en del extra funktioner. Det som
dock var det mest utmanande i helheten var att få till den form av inspelning som behövdes för att
underlätta för användaren under programanvändning. En viktig riktpunkt i projektet var också att
implementera en större grad av användarvänlighet i programmet.
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Abstract

Currently an increasing number of companies and organizations are taking an interest in developing
applications that make use of the human voice. One of the earliest and most important areas within
this development has been speech technology with the aim of helping people with impairment in
hearing, vision or motion.
The CTT project Hörstöd has been concerned with the development of such an application that has
been useful in attempts to reproduce the phonetic representation of a speaker across a telephone line
thus enabling a hearing impaired user to more easily understand just what the speaker has said.

My involvement in this project has had mostly to do with the restructuring of the original code that
was necessary in order to achieve the desired functionality and some added extras on top of that.
The most challenging factor was the recording functionality that was necessary for continuous
recognition output. One of the most important parts in this project has also consisted of
implementing a large portion of user friendliness in the application.
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Introduction

This thesis project began with the intention of making an already developed program into a more
user friendly application with a different approach concerning recording functionality. Hörstöd is a
cooperative project between CTT and Polycom Technologies AB that aims for phoneme
recognition and the option to use individually adapted speaker models. CTT stands for ����������
�����	 
�	���������������� and its main purpose is the cooperation between the university and
representatives of commercial trade. Polycom Technologies is one of the involved companies is this
cooperative solution along with several others. The original program was mainly designed for
testing procedures. The current incarnation of the application merely borrows the basic functionality
of the old program and is now more in the form of an ordinary user application. This report will try
to do the project justice by describing in order the elements used during development. In order for
the project to be able to be continued as smoothly as possible, a users and programmers manual has
been provided as well. But it is important to be clear that the main functionality of the application is
speech recognition that is presented as readable phonetic information. The reason this approach was
deemed more accessible was that trying to translate the spoken word into an actual text word for
word would have been altogether too demanding on the computer systems in use and would have
required a database that would have had to be rather large in order to work properly. These reasons
along with a few others were enough to make the whole application rather difficult to transfer to a
portable device. In order to overcome the obstacles that may have limited functionality too severely,
Hörstöd has been designed on phoneme recognition, a fact that greatly reduces the amount of
required space and furthers the cause of portability.
To further understand what speech recognition is all about it is useful to be aware of the different
types of recognition that are currently available. Among the variations that exist are: �������
��	����	��
, ��������	����	��
���	����������	��
��� recognition processes (Mats Blomberg, Kjell
Elenius, 2003). Speaker independent recognition is, for example, used in telephone systems were it
is used in common telephone services and for information retrieval. A speaker dependent system is
trained by a single user who records the entirety of the used vocabulary. This ensures a high degree
of security but, for large vocabularies, the training procedure quickly becomes very tedious. In a
speaker adaptive system, a user starts from a speaker independent system and adapts it to his own
voice. The amount of recordings for the adaptation process is much less than for training a speaker-
dependent system. Speaker adaptive systems are coupled mostly with applications that are used in
computer systems such as dictation programs. Other such applications may be of use for doctors,
motion hindered individuals and for lawyers. Hörstöd could in it self be said to be a speaker
adaptive system regarding the fact that it makes use of speaker adapted files in order to maximize
the efficiency of the recognition process. As can be seen there are many different variations of
systems that already make use of the human voice or are about to do so.



1. An introduction to ATLAS

As this project is essentially a further development of the Hörstöd application that was developed
using the ATLAS platform (Håkan Melin, 2001) it is inherently important to understand the
function of this package. ATLAS was created at KTH in order to provide a framework for multi-
modal and multi-lingual speech technology applications. Acting as a Java software library (among
other things) ATLAS provides several sets of application programming interfaces (APIs) for speech
technology components.
ATLAS is still in full development and is constantly being modified in order to accommodate and
facilitate better and easier use. But for now the main framework consists of the following layers:

*The application-dependent layer

*The application-independent layer

*The resource layer

Figure 1 – The ATLAS setup.
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Within this layer dwell the forms of the actual application and the dialog engine that is used within
it. Herein one will find the core of the Hörstöd application. For most purposes this is as close as an
application programmer will ever get to ATLAS. The contact with ATLAS is achieved via calls to
the application – independent layer.

!"$���������������#����������������	

This layer on the other hand contains the bulk of current functionality that ATLAS has to offer.
Herein lay the following components:

* The Speech technology API
* Dialog components
* High-level primitives
* Services
* Component interaction
* The Component APIs

As a programmer I myself got in touch mostly with the �������
���� section.
This section is represented in a form similar to that of the JAVA function library.
Here one can find all the currently developed functions that are available within ATLAS.

!"%���������	�������	

In the folds of the lowest layer one can find the actual work horses of the ATLAS library in such
forms as:

•  The Audio coder
•  The Speech detector
•  The Audio device
•  The Recognizer(s)
•  The Animated agent
•  SQL

All these components play a specific role in the course of use of the Hörstöd application. The audio
device for instance takes care of the recording process that takes place when Hörstöd requires a
voice recording to be made. The recording is passed on to the recognition module StarLite (as is
described in section 2.2) via the CTT Broker and a text string representing the audio file in phonetic
form is returned from the recognition process.



2. The flow of information

Figure 2 – Information flow. The text above the arrows represents the connection between the
hardware configurations used in Hörstöd.

As can be seen in Figure 2 above, the required information from the speaker has to travel a bit
before actually arriving to the listener in the form of a phonetic text string. This scheme has been
simplified as far as possible in order to minimize the required hardware necessary for basic
functionality. To understand how the information is taken care of after it has arrived as a sound file
in the care of the currently used computer system it is imperative to know more about the CTT
Broker.

Figure 3 – Component interaction.
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In order for Hörstöd to be able to extract and to gain all the needed information that it requires from
the incoming sound files, it must be in contact with the CTT Broker. The Broker itself acts as an
intermediary for the flow of communication in the applications that make use of it. The Hörstöd
program needs a certain amount of resources that work for the application, resources such as the
audio device, the digitizer and the sound coder. As can be seen in Figure 3, the Broker is in direct
contact with the application and provides the needed resources using the TCP/IP protocol. This
particular solution has been worked out as such in order to provide systems that are distributed as
well as modular.

$"$�������	���������
�	����	)��������������������

Currently there is only one tested and used recogniser as far as the Hörstöd application is
concerned, and that is StarLite. StarLite is activated by the CTT Broker and makes use of
specifically created speech models. Albeit the use of StarLite in the continuation of the project has
been more forced than voluntary. This is because of the fact that in the beginning of this project
Starlite was the only fully developed recogniser at the time. StarLite suffers from one major
limitation. Namely the fact that recognition cannot be started before the recording process is
finished. This affects the whole thread recording / recognition functionality that will be discussed
later. In the continuation of this project it may prove vital to replace StarLite. At present there is
another recognition module, ACE, which is also available for ATLAS at CTT. ACE provides
incremental recognition but does not, in contrast to StarLite, make use of phoneme pair sequence
probabilities. It was decided to keep StarLite for the time being but it should at a later time be easy
to exchange due to ATLAS.
Moving on, what is then a speech model? Because it is difficult even for a human sometimes to
understand what a fellow individual is saying it can be suspected as to just how difficult it is for a
computer, that does not have the same advanced options as a human, to understand the spoken
word. StarLite makes use, like the majority of recognition modules, of statistically based models
that depict the acoustic properties of phonemes. Such models are referred to as HMM models which
stands for Hidden Markov Models, something we will not go deeper into in this thesis paper.
Currently TMH is developing such models in order to use them further in applications such as
Hörstöd and in a wide variety of other programs as well.



3. Understanding the basic setup of the Hörstöd application

The way the Hörstöd application has been built has of course its roots in the way the ATLAS library
expects user applications to be built and with that in mind I will dedicate this section to the cause of
explaining the basic setup of the Hörstöd application. Currently Hörstöd is made up of four different
Java classes each covering their own field of functionality: �������������, ��
�	���
�������,
��������� and ���
����������.

%"!��������	����	�#�	����	���������

As can be expected no program or application can be run without the allocation of the proper
resources. The Hörstöd application has the need of several such resources among which are:

All of these resources are added to the application that needs them through the HSResourcesPR
class via the self-contained �		���������� method that is inherited through the ATLAS class
appropriately named �����������(For further detail on what these resources are used for please take
a look at the ATLAS api documentation). Aside from acting as a resource add-on, the
HSResourcesPr class also contains the required recogniser engine that needs to be used if Hörstöd is
to be able to produce any results, and in this case we have turned to the Starlight engine for the
needed functionality. In order for Starlight to function a specific speech model library needs to be
selected for further use (See section 2.2).

%"$�����������-����	������	�#���
����

The HstodTestSwingPr class does not in it self have much specific functionality but exists simply
for the task of invoking all the required resources (as mentioned above), the Hörstöd application
settings (more about this in the index section) and the invocation of a ���
���������� object. By
extending the ATLAS class ��������� ���
��� the createSession() method is used in order to create
the needed ��������� in the upcoming main field that should by that time contain all required
resources and needed paraphernalia. The created SpeechApp object is then passed on to the care of
the HSSession class.

Resource                                                           Function

* DigitizerResource

* InternalSoundCoderResource

* TerminalRCWithNoGUI

Deals with audio connectivity

Deals with sound file encoding

The recognizer that is used* RecognizerFactoryResource

Applies terminal functionality (no GUI)
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This class contains in itself the runtime functionality of the Hörstöd application and it is therefore of
great importance that the code follows an exact order of invocation. As needed the object that is
taken care of first is the TestGuiSwingPr object, which is passed from the HorstodTestSwingPr
class. One of the most important aspects of HSSession is the !��
�������"� ��object. This object is
needed for the processing aspects of incoming utterances. As all needed pieces of code begin to
assemble, the HSSession class will take care to identify what those pieces are. For instance what
sort of set-up we make use of when attempting to relay a source of conversation from which we will
receive future utterances. Such choices may be to receive all incoming utterances from a
microphone or more importantly, for this project, from a telephone line. Another choice that may
change further on is the type of terminal object that we make use of. The terminal object may act as
a kind of monitoring and relaying device (see the index section for further details).

%".�����/���-����	����	��	�����	�

As implied the TestGuiSwingPr provides the meat and bones of the Hörstöd application as all
needed GUI and utterance recording functionality is contained within. One of the most important
parts of the runtime functionality is contained within in the form of the R_Method class (Runtime
or Recording Methodology) which contains in itself the thread method that is required for the
recording of an utterance and importing the result in the form of a string. For a closer look at the
R_Method please refer to the INDEX section of this paper under the part titled “programmers
manual”.



4. Aesthetic values and threads

In so far we have taken a look at the surroundings and inner workings of what makes the Hörstöd
application and following project go round but we have yet to take a closer look at the finished
surface.

."!����������

As I mentioned before the intention of my personal involvement with the project, among other
things, was to polish the surface of the application so as to make it more user friendly. The first
conclusion was to remove the terminal window and resource window that accompanied the
application at its original state. Afterwards it came mostly down to taste. The thing is that one has to
let the user know what the program is attempting to do in the background without obscuring the
view of the main window too much, thus making the whole thing overbearing to look at all times.
The solution was to keep a small part of the information derived from the terminal window as small
messages so as to inform the user of the present situation via a small textbox located neatly (I would
like to think) at the bottom of the applications window accompanied with another textbox that
informs the user as to which speaker adapted model that is currently in use.

."$���������-����-

Now we get to the buttons of the main window. Beforehand only a couple of buttons were required
for the program to function properly but since then a few more options have been added. It would
not do to have too many buttons present at one time in the main window so a couple of menus were
found to be quite sufficient. Under the menu “file” are found the means to start and end the program
as well as the option to start and end a call and under the menu “models” are found the names of the
various speaker adapted model files that are currently residing in the proper system catalogue. As
for the “play / pause” button it was situated at the end of the line as a “pushable” menu item instead
of in the form of a button purely for aesthetical reasons than sheer functionality.

."%�����	��������0�������

Moving along to the thread functionality, its present form was necessitated mainly because of the
limitations of the StarLite engine. As mentioned earlier, the fact that it can translate only finished
sound files makes the option of translating the spoken information without losing parts of the
utterance if recording and recognition are active one at a time a bit difficult. So the twin thread
functionality was thought up. In the beginning a few other ideas were considered, such as splicing
together of the sound files so at to make it seem as if the sound file was continuous or the idea of
having one thread to do the work of having to ask the audio device for a recording at certain
intervals while a second thread would take care of the recognition work that needed be done. The
first idea was abandoned because of the time limit involved in my part of the project and the second
was in need of better real time control timing of the threads in question, an idea that seemed to have
worked if, again given more time. Currently the threads functionality fall under the function named
R_Method. What was conceived in the end was a form of “eternal machine” that would stop only
when prompted to do so. The way it works in broad terms is that because both threads are being
“spawned” from the same function they attempt to perform the same work more or less at the same
time. But it is a matter of fact that both threads are not called instantaneously. Because the second
thread is called a mere microsecond or so after the first thread it is kept waiting for the first one to
finish doing what it is supposed to do.  Namely first to contact the audio device which has the
function of recording a snippet of spoken information (at least in this situation) and then returning
the information in the form of a tangible sound file. When this has happened it is time for the



recognition to be carried out at which time the StarLite engine is put into good use. What is the
second thread doing then during all this time? After the first thread has firstly called on the service
of the audio device the audio device will not accept another recording to be initiated before the first
one has finished. The second thread is then refused access. What happens after that is that the
second thread continually keeps asking the audio device for access and is rightly being refused.
After a certain amount of time has elapsed though the audio device is again open for another
recording. That is when the second thread jumps in almost directly after the first recording has
finished and carries on afterwards with the same schedule as the first thread. Afterwards, the first
thread will want to use the audio device again and is now kept waiting in the same fashion that the
second thread was. And so it continues until the user prompts it to stop. As can be seen I use the
word “almost” when describing how the second thread takes over the audio device and it is here the
main problem with this solution crops up. Because the thread that asks the audio device for access
keeps getting rejected until the very last minute it might be that the next time the thread asks again,
a few milliseconds may have passed and this time interval may have been lost in the process. This is
why, in the continuation of the project, a better real time check for when the audio device has
finished will have to be devised.

.".���	��1�����

After this solution was rigged up and polished as well as could be and the aesthetic work was
completed it was time to move the whole program into a more portable medium. Because the
program needs a lot of background functionality it proved to be rather difficult to do so. Firstly, all
the used modules mentioned earlier had to be moved to the portables hard drive, a move that
requires about a gigabyte of space. After that, all the application folders were put in place and lastly
the used shortcuts to certain commands, such as �����
��
 (used for compilation purposes), were put
into place to ensure that the program could be properly compiled and executed. After this step was
completed my part of the project was officially completed after a period of ten weeks. As a
footnote, the speaker adapted files that were used in this project proved to be a bit hard to come by.
In the future, in order to have the application working at top efficiency, more such individually
created and adapted models will have to be created, something that CTT is currently considering.



Discussion

The Hörstöd application has been developed in order to be of use during telephone conversations.
Unfortunately, proper testing could not be done at the time that this project was completed apart
from a few tests of functionality that have taken place during the development of the application.
What was concluded though during those tests did prove to be of use for the sake of possible further
development.

�	�1���������	����� ���
�
����
The first thing that comes to mind when attempting to make full use of a new application is what
sort of hardware is required for it to run? In order to make the application as economically plausible
for the user a minimalist approach was attempted. Most of the hardware such as a portable /
stationary computer, a set of earphones and a good soundcard are basic material that is to be
expected but then there is the connection device that is needed for the telephone / soundcard
connection in order to have the input set right. This device proved to be difficult to find and is as
such somewhat expensive depending on quality and functional diversity. For the most part the user
will have need of the device to have a connection exist between phone and computer in the first
place but after that it is up to the user to purchase a more expensive model if he / she will want the
option of sound filtering and other extras.

�����������#$�� ���
��
Fortunately during the course of development several options were presented as to what device
needed be used for the telephone / soundcard connection. What was picked in the end may present
itself as the most basic solution as the device is connected between the telephone base and the
handset with a tap connection to the soundcard. As such it is very easy to use and takes up a
minimum of space, something that is required when considering the portability of the application.
One remaining problem that has to be solved is the separation of the incoming and outgoing speech
signals.

�	�1���������
��
����� ��
It might seem like a trivial matter but the fact is that the application interface itself has to be as
intuitive as possible in order for uninitiated individuals to be able to make use of the program as
easily as possible.

�����������%�������
At the beginning of the redevelopment of the Hörstöd application all functionality was forwarded
by the use of three separate windows, a fact which makes usage that much harder. As a solution to
this all windows where incorporated into one main window that in turn took over some of the visual
functionality as well. Menus have replaced the buttons that were in use at first in order to leave
more free space for the information text boxes. This solution also seems to bring a more
professional look and feel to the application.

�	�1������&�����
�������'
��������(�

��������	)�"���
���� �
$
At first a single button was rigged so that as long as it was being pushed down, a recording was
continually being created. After the button was released the recognition of the recording took place.
This could be referred to as a kind of walkie-talkie functionality that was simply not going to work
for the continuation of the project.
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It was deemed that the best way to have the application operating was to have a menu item or
button pushed and the recording would thus begin. After a set amount of time the results would be
returned and a new recording would take place right after the first one had ended so as to make it
seem like a continuous recording, with no stops, was taking place until, of course, the user halted
the program. What was devised were two concurrent threads, one beginning where the other ended
(ouroboros functionality). The problem with this solution is that a certain amount of time may come
to elapse between the second threads overtaking of the recording process from the first thread, and
so on. Acceptable levels of between-times have been achieved, but the devising of a better event
order could further minimise the dreaded pause. (This was sadly not within the allocated time in the
schedule). A more viable solution may be the use of better-adapted speech detection. In other
words, the program will have to be able to tell when an utterance is being spoken and start / stop
using this functionality at appropriate moments. Still better would be to use incremental
recognition, as mentioned previously. This will be possible when new CTT recognizers with this
functionality will be incorporated in the ATLAS module library.

�	�1���������������"����������	��
�	���	� �
In order for the recognition process to go as smoothly as possible it is required that the currently
used model is the one that is adapted for the current speaker. This requires the application to be able
to switch speech-models during program operation.
The problem with this is that models are loaded as resources and thus bound to a bundle package.

�����������+�����
��������
������
A valid solution to this problem is to have the resource reboot with the accurately named
rebootResource() method. Unfortunately, strange behaviour was noticed on part of the ongoing
process and the problem was, as such, not properly solved that way. What was done was the
arrangement of a “dummy” speech-model file.
This particular file is used as a container for the model that is currently in use. This solves the
problem in hand by making the switch of models before the user activates the call after the
application has been started. This may seem rather arduous because the fact of the matter is that the
user will have to close the recognition session before switching models which was something that
did not need be done with the former solution as that switch would have been able to be done
during call runtime. This problem may have to be resolved later on, if not for sheer functionality
then for the sake of ease of use of the application. ��

�	�1������!�������������
����
At the current time of this project there is a problem of getting the application to respond fast
enough for it to be in synchrony with the conversation. If the recognition process is not fully real-
time, there will be an increasing delay between the speech signal and the recognised output. This
will eventually result in the loss of time segments of the conversation.

��������������	��������� ���
���
At the present time�this problem may have to be attributed to the hardware used. During the use of
this application on the portable computer it was noticed that all 256 MB of RAM were in use during
normal application use. Being that the CPU was an older Pentium III model at 600 MHz did not
help matters much either. In order to shorten response times in the future faster hardware will have
to be used with at least 512 MB RAM.



INDEX SECTION

Users manual

In order to be able to start the Hörstöd application a series of steps must be followed according to a
certain order. First things first, because the application in its present form is written under the Linux
OS it requires that a certain amount of so called modules are operating and active in the
background. There are about seventeen or so such modules that have to be invoked, some more
important than others, such as the broker module for instance. It is not imperative to the program to
fully understand exactly what it is that these modules do, just treat them for what they are –
application servants. After the modules have been set up it is time to go to the next step that is the
invokement of the �����������
�	 file. This file can be found under the following catalogue:
work/horstod/src/horstod/ and is invoked simply by typing its name on the console window. This
sets up the broker along with all the other important “work horses” such as the ����	��	�� and the
&���
�,��,�all of which can be seen in the resource window that has appeared. After a while the
resource named “registry” should appear. It may happen that during the time that the “registry”
resource takes to appear, one of the other resources will disappear due to the fact that they can sense
as to whether or not they are unused after a certain amount of time elapses. If that happens, it is a
simple matter of invoking the resource separately. In order to do that simply type
�
��
�������������along with the proper extension and the resource should appear once more.
Finally the main application can be started by typing �����
��
 in the console window. This
command should activate the Hörstöd_EV application window. After that it is simply a matter of
choosing what it is that the user wants to do with the following menu selection:

� File
This menu contains the choices of start / terminate that see to it that all the resources used by the
application are initiated or terminated in the proper order. In short, this is the menu to turn to right
after the choice of model has been made.

� Model
Under this menu one can find the speaker adapted models that are currently available for use.
This is the first menu that the user must turn to before proceeding to do anything else with the
application. The chosen model will be the one used during the forthcoming conversation.

� Play / Pause
With this (menu) button one is able to initiate the recording of the conversation that is to take
place. The same button also serves the purpose of ending the current recording. The recognition
process that takes place after one has pushed the play (menu) button the first time is the
applications main purpose.



Programmers manual

In this paper I have chosen to devote most of the index section to further the understanding of the
Hörstöd application for those that intend to develop the program further in the future. Though there
are bound to be certain questions that may go unanswered I will do my best to try and put down as
much of the program as I understand it in the following pages.

All the following classes that appear are not taken up in order of appearance in the actual code but
rather in order of importance to the base functionality of the program.

5. The TestGUISwingPr Class
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As mentioned earlier the R_Method class exists within the TestGuiSwingPr class as an inner class
(mostly for convenience). As such it takes care of the recording of incoming utterances and their
subsequent recognition into string based information.
The way the Hörstöd application set-up works is this: two instances of the R_Method class are
invoked and are allowed to continue to run side by side in parallel thus going through a loop of
recording and translating until further notice is given (that is when the user commands them to
stop).
What happens in detail is that the first thread asks for permission from the currently used ��	��
	����� to record an utterance for a certain amount of allocated time. After this has happened that
thread just waits for the recording to end in order for it to have any data to translate. When the
second thread starts it also requests permission from the ��	���	����� to begin a recording for an
equal amount of time, but this time around the audio device declares that it is currently busy with
the recording that the first thread requested and thus the second thread is forced to repeat the cycle
of asking for permission to record until such time that the first threads recording has ended.
When the first thread comes around for a second recording it acts out the same cycle that the second
thread was forced to while laying in wait for the former recording to end, and so on and so on.
In order to understand how this cycle takes place we need to take a closer look at the code:

Class R_Method implements Runnable
{
  private int ID;
  private String time;
  public UtteranceID uid;
  public AtlasObjectImpl AO;

  public R_Method(int id) {
    this.ID = id; }

  public void run() {
    while( endSession != true ) {
      try{
        uid = sa.ask(null, 300, ls, fng.getFileName(“d4”));
        ui = sa.getSpeechIO().getInfo(uid, 0);
        speakerSaid.append(ui.getText() + “\n”);
        sa.getSpeechIO().clearUtterance(uid);



      } catch(Exception e) { AtlasOut.printStackTrace(e); }
    }
  }
}

As can be seen the while loop will continually ask for permission to record via the ����� method.
Once the audio device has completed the previous recording the ask() method will take immediate
effect thus enabling another recording to start. Once a recording exists, the thread that asked for it
will take care of the task of asking for the recognition thus enabling the second thread to move on
with business. The ��
�������-�� method returns the handle on the needed �������- object that is
then immediately taken care of by the ��
��"��� method that extracts the required data that is given
to the .

��������"� object. In closure, the actual result, which is by now in the form of a phonemic
representation of what was said during the recording, is now appended to the used textArea.
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Even before the main program was to be started it was necessary to have a terminal and a GUI2
window opened. Both these windows existed in order to make sure that the main application had all
the resources it needed in order to function properly and to provide monitoring of these.
Firstly the GUI2 window would pop up and announce that the user could initiate the terminal
window where all the resources used would be listed. For the improvement of the aesthetic value of
the program all this had to be done away with, which results in providing the user with a more
simplified use of the application. Both these windows functionality were then incorporated within
the ���
�.�������� class. Apart from the �/�
��
 and the �/�
�� (Terminal Start and Terminal
Stop) functions the rest serve mostly as indicators. The !��
��/�.�0 function informs the program
whether the session that needs to be initiated in order for the application to function has started as
needed or if the session has been closed after recent use. In order for this to happen the �/�
��

function has to be called, which is what happens under the ���
���*�������
����� method call. In
its turn the !��
��/�������  function signals the program when the terminal functionality has
“attached” itself to the application and proceeds to inform the application that all is indeed ready for
it to begin. All this information is derived by the consecutive calls of an ����	��
�� object for the
GUI2 function and a ������� �	��
�� object for the Listen_Terminal function. By use of both these
objects a certain amount of information can be extracted by using the allocated information call
functions that are provided by ATLAS. The function ������
�	�� for instance, that can be found in
the Listen_Terminal function, is activated when the connection between the terminal and the
application has been terminated, that is, it is being fed the information that this is the fact by the
background functionality provided, again by ATLAS. This is indeed the case in all the function
calls both within the GUI2 and the Listen_Terminal function. Both these functions come in handy
when attempting to time certain events in the program considering that they give the programmer
the opportunity to be informed when a certain event occurs. After all this has happened it would be
necessary to call the �/�
�� function in order to detach the terminal that has been used so far.
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After that the terminal, mentioned above, has indeed “attached” itself to the application the user has
the option to initiate the setup of the required resources that are needed for the application via the
�
��
 method. After this has happened all the user needs to do is to begin the call itself.
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As mentioned earlier the models that are used in this application, refer to phone model library files
that can be identified by the ��%% tag. These models are selected according to the speaker that is to
make use of the program and are added to the resource bundle that is needed by the application. The
Model_R_S function merely serves as a switch of content. What this means is that under a certain
directory were the files for the Hörstöd application lie, one can find two folders with the names
%�	� /	�� and &.%%1/	��. The folder named Model_dir contains all the model files that the user
will want to make use of during the operation of the Hörstöd application, and the DUMMY_dir
folder contains a DUMMY.HMM file. What happens is that when the user selects a certain model
from the Model_dir folder, the program takes the model file and copies the contents of that file unto
the dummy file.
The reason this switch is arranged as it is, is because it was deemed to be the easiest way to switch
between the files because the file has to be named by name when it is invoked and used in the
resource bundle mentioned earlier. This way the file used is always called “DUMMY.HMM” but
with different content.



6. The HSResources class
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By now it may have become rather clear that Hörstöd requires rather a lot of resources in order to
run. But how and when are these resources called and invoked?
The first question though, before we get to the how and when, should be which?
Which resources are needed?
The most important ones are as follows (and in order of invocation):

* DigitizerResource
* TerminalRCWithNoGUI (PiggybackTerminalRC)
* InternalSoundCoderResource
* RecognizerFactoryResource

These resources are added in a certain order that is required for the resource bundle to be properly
invoked. They are all attached to the resource bundle using the appropriately named function
�		������������(as mentioned earlier), all except the RecognizerFactoryResource.
It may already be clear as to what it is that most of these resources do so we’ll jump to the most
important one, the �������,��*��
��$��������. This resource is added via the
�		�������,��#������� method because it is in fact the very resource that invokes the use of the
main recognizer in use, namely �
��!�
�. Along with this resource one must name the model that is
to be used in the bundle that is formed.
The actual piece of code looks like this:

��- RecognizerFactoryResource(null, hmmTag, hmmSet);

The hmmTag and hmmSet variables represent the model that is going to be put into use.



7. The HStodTestSwingPr class and all that it entails

Within the document referred to as HStodtestSwingPR.java there actually dwell three separate
classes that in themselves can be said to be unbound by the HStodTestSwingPr class. So why are
they all found there? Because of sheer ease of use concerning object reach ability. The classes
within are the ��
�	���
������� class, the ��������� class and the ������� �+�
�2��.� class.
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Beginning with the HStodTestSwingPr class, it is there in order to invoke the objects that constitute
the Hörstöd application. These objects are the ��������� objects that are needed in order to create a
tie-in with the resources for the Hörstöd application and then there is the 
� object that is in fact a
���
���������� object and as such represents almost the entire Hörstöd application. The code used
reads as follows:

SpeechApp app = new HStodTestSwingPr(args[0]);

tg.Initialize_S_A(app);
tg.Listen_GUI2();

In order to understand what this bit of code does one needs to look at the code in further detail.
When the SpeechApp object is created it contains the code that invokes the resource bundle and the
session that is to carry the program. By tying both of them in the second line of depicted code one
ensures that all this functionality is carried over to the Hörstöd object or 
� in this case. The last line
of code refers to the invocation of the function that sees to it that the user can indeed start all the
resources now carried by the object in hand (See section 4.2 for further detail).
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As�mentioned earlier this class has the task of taking care of the program flow.
As such it is the host of a rather large run() function (thread functionality) that exists in order to set
such parameters as the  ��
�������"� � and recognize which 
������  variation it is that is being used.
Apart from this it also sees to it that proper error handling exists. Lastly it takes care to properly set
the various objects and variables used in the proper state so as to allow the application to shut down
properly via the � ����� method.
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Originally this class was named ������� �+�
��.� but because the application was build with as
few hosts of windows required at one time it was reworked into its present state (See section 4.2 for
further detail). Essentially there is not much I can tell about this class that is not already written
down in the ATLAS api. The main difference as one can guess is the fact that this version does not
have any visual representation but rather “dumps” the existing functionality into the lap of the
���
���������� object mentioned earlier.
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